
ICC                                      INTERAGENCY COORDINATING COUNCIL 

                                       MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

 

ICC Meeting 

June 4, 2015 

 

In Attendance: Karin Lifter, Barbara Prindle-Eaton, Lauren Viviani, Jack Harris, Jennifer Chabott, Barbara Barrows, 

Sandy Wixted, Sara Miranda, Laurie Tobey-Freidman, Melissa McCarthy, Melissa Adams, Evelyn Nellum, Faith Beham, 

Cindy Warren, Paul Melville, Samuel Caraballo, Bethanie Glass, Lauren Meatty  

 

Non-Voting Committee Chairs in Attendance: Ron Benham, Jack Harris, Chris Pond, Patti Fougere, Peter Woodbury, 

Andy Baumgartner, Darla Gundler 

 

Paul welcomed all members and attendees to final ICC meeting of the year. Announced retirement celebration for Tracy 

Osbahr planned after the ICC meeting. 

 

Minutes:  Barbara Prindle-Eaton motioned to approve March minutes; Karin Lifter, seconded; all in favor, no 

opposed/changes. 

 

Director’s Report – Ron Benham:  

 Welcomed Jennifer Chabott as the new Co-Chair of the ICC and issued Certificates of Appreciation to: Alden Wood for 

his contributions to ICC; Tracy Osbahr for her contributions to the EI system; Paul Melville for his contributions as ICC 
Co-Chair and congratulations on new job with the Family Resource Center.  

 Employee Retirement Incentive Program (ERIP) update: If, at max of pension, over 62 with 30 years of service; 

funded on state appropriated dollars; 5 years to your age or 5 years to number of years of service; state funded – If 
State position is vacated, you lose position; the expectation was 4,000-4,500 to retire; 300 DPH staff have taken ERIP 

and will be leaving by June 30. There may be backfill in the fall, of up to 20% of total dollars of those leaving for 
critical hires. 4 public health hospitals. Federally funded not leaving. Will be impacts this summer. Senior positions will 

be hired back for up to 120 days max for transition. July – cooling off period. If numbers are not sufficient (Ron’s 

projection), may be looking at layoffs and implications of them; impactful of ability to support and will need to visit 
what needs to change or go away. Most agencies affected. Numbers of those taking ERIP right now are not what 

they expected. 
 Federal Office Special Education Program Leadership conference at the end of July 2015 

 FY16 starts July 1; Governor’s budget came out in early March. House Budget EI was level funded – Senate budget 

showed $800K increase proposed for EI line; July 1 budget all set if approved, if not we start FY 16 with a 1/12th 
budget based on current fiscal year. 

 Tomorrow (6/5): Listening session at Ashburton Cafe for CHIA with staff from DPH and MassHealth – State Medicaid; 
we should be paying attention because of rates that may be implemented January 1, 2016.  

 Congratulations to Samuel Caraballo for recent acceptance to a Doctorate program at UMassBoston – Disability Issues 
 Highlighted the work of Patti and her leadership around SSIP and DPH; recognized her grace and fabulous work. 

 

Assistant Director of Early Childhood Programs – Patti Fougere: 
 Recognized her team for being knowledgeable, flexible and a skilled staff to back her up. 

 State Systemic Improvement Plan (SSIP) – PowerPoint presentation. Institute in Chicago to help prepare staff for 
phase 2 of SSIP; met with Part B partners; moving forward with planning. SSIP federal required plan. April submitted 

state plan for Indicator 11, which identified a measureable outcome area – we chose child outcome A, our SIMMR, 

positive social-emotional skills for children. Identify systemic plan and implement. Phase 1: Submitted data and 
infrastructure analysis, identify SIMMR and developed implementation strategies. Phase 2: have to build on phase 1; 

infrastructure, system: Theory of action (distributed); Outlined 3 implementation phases and timelines. April 1, 2016 
have to submit Phase 2; focuses on what our infrastructure development - what are our current resources, how we 

will implement and how are we going to measure improvement of child outcomes. Support local programs in 
evidenced-based practice. Decision has not been made as to what evidenced-based practice will be, how will success 

be measured? ECCO Stakeholders meeting on June 18. Phase 2 – Improvement Plan: Infrastructure Development. 

Don’t want to reinvent the wheel; want to build on existing practice. Identify evidenced-based practice; Part B is 
using pyramid-based practice; Part C practices DEC recommended practices. Involved with ECPC. Looking for 

analysis, where can we align practice. If Part B is using pyramid model, what can Part C use to align. Evaluation, 



piloting, support at program level. Align professional development opportunities. Identify evaluation process, along 

the way to insure we get desired results; look at infrastructure of DPH to pool skills around evaluation. How do we 
build on what we already have in Part C and what’s going on in Part B. Identify our SIMMR and developed Theory of 

Action; support local programs; will hear a lot about a SSIP – there needs to be a change in practice; what can we 
imbed in our current model that will create better child outcomes. There will be change and we want to be sure to 

have all the resources in place for change coming. Looking for support from EI community. Framework: Theory of 

Action (SMART Model) Specific; measurable; attainable; realistic and timed; Important that people know there needs 
to be a change in practice and we need to be looking at what will be embedded into practice to improve child 

outcomes. Short and long term goals to get to phase 2. Michael Udin was there and he talked about, “isn’t this 
exciting – you have opportunity, you have … this is an opportunity;” we have not focused as much on evidence-based 

practice. Continue to have MA in the forefront of the country in EI. Please don’t look at this as an additional burden 
but rather an opportunity. Michael Hutton-Woodland asked, ‘can we think about processes or procedures that we can 

let go of in order to make these improvements?’ Patti’s response: Annual Reports pared down, different ways of 

looking at how we collect data; how are we meeting our practice – change in how people AR out in end of July/1st of 
August. Sandy – where do we see best practices; what is DPH looking at within EI to seek best practices. Patti: DPH 

Stakeholders; using Routines Based Interview (RBI); SOEFFL model, which Part B is already looking at. ICC large 
stakeholder group; Early Childhood Stakeholders group; internal DPH team and other advisory bodies helping with 

action plan. Karin Lifter: commended on this comprehensive process. Patti: Collaborated with Karin’s students on 

evidence-based practice.  
 

Shishmanian Award Recipient: Danielle Baker  

Currently a graduate student at MGH Institute. Danielle is in her 2nd year and will graduate in August. She is a SLP 

student and participated in an EI practicum; EI was first observation; looked at impact that she could make but had lots 

to learn – fell in love with it before her student career and fell back in love with it in graduate setting; wasn’t sure what 

setting would be like – until Anne Sullivan internship. 1st week of practicum observing, felt like she got a good 

introduction to EI in home and day care setting; practitioner stressed the importance of using toys in child’s home. 

Director commented on Danielle’s confidence increasing; supervisor taught her to plan sessions critically – to look at how 

to achieve outcomes; whole family important in setting; physical, emotional goals; caregivers participation importance – 

not always possible; spontaneous and changing; all the factors impacting child development…learned when kids need to 

take a break. Inter-professional nature of the setting was most important; learned the most from; felt like learned so 

much more about own specialty, as well as other team members. At end of practicum really felt like part of the team, 

really worked with them and felt like it was an incredible opportunity. Feel like practicum really prepared her to be ready 

to take on her role as an EI practitioner.  

Shishmanian Award Recipient: Laura Kassabian  

Laura fell in love with EI and sought out a Riverside internship; she felt it was the graduate program of dreams – 

fellowship helped financially and clinically; background in psychology and early childhood development; graduate school 

was not cheap, and funds were huge help; helped me expand clinical roles and allowed me to shift lens in how she works 

with child and families. Partnered with one of the social workers and was able to collaborate to better serve families; 

collaboration was helpful; 3 intakes a week; parent group leader and parent child groups – engaging with families. 

Recently received graduate degree. Karin Lifter, (Northeastern University) had this to say: ‘Laura drove the process…no 

spoon feeding or pulling teeth…she is and will continue to be a leader in the young group of Early Intervention providers.’  

Committee Updates 
Fiscal – Peter Woodbury 

 Senate Ways & Means Committee requested increase for EI budget; requested 1M to help with DCF increase in 
referral and NAS referrals. More children into the system. MEIC asked folks to support contacting legislators to $150M 

– DPH $27M contribution – relatively small amount; rate and hearing will impact DPH, MassHealth and private 
insurers – every 2 years rates have to be reviewed for accuracy; growth in system has slowed down, 11% to 5.4%; 

number of fully insured policies (covers EI) continues to drop; and number of high deductibles (not required to cover 

EI) is increasing, putting costs back on the DPH. Be great if we could get Federal law to have self-insured cover EI. 
Weather impacted but field has done a great job recovering. $200K senate budget for NAS. Barbara Prindle-Eaton 

asked if the changeover for transportation (PT-1) could impact DPH numbers. Ron responded that it could. A lot of 
the transportation cost have shifted to MassHealth. Expect people to make a good faith effort. Not sure if the Health 

Policy Committee for $500k has passed. There is interest in looking at NAS impact and DPH has a strong relationship 

with Substance Abuse group.  



 

Specialty Service – Nancy Lunden 

Talked about goals and projects; planning for next year. Not meeting in the summer; will resume in September. Thank 

you on behalf of the committee to Tracy for everything. She did a super job and will be missed. 

Federal Advocacy – Andy Baumgartner                                                                                                                      

Meeting with Ron following meeting; Number of kids is flat, therefore Federal Advocacy is flat for growth – need to create 

a group to band together – difficult to be a single state; looking to involve Congressperson Clark in process. Criterion has 

a relationship with Ms. Clark and will be working on developing. She would like to be seen as real Early Childhood 

champion. Also met with, Congressman Seth Mouton (new) to create connection. 

MEIC Update – Barbara Prindle-Eaton 

 MEIC reps will be attending Listening Session at the DPH; continuing efforts around rates and questioning 

whether EI falls under Chapter 257, continuing that effort 

 MEIC 2015 Conference: 700+ attendees, very successful 

 MEIC 2016: New venue (Framingham) and new days of the week next year: Monday & Tuesday. Conference 

Committee welcomes new members. Interested, please contact Rhonda Meisel, Program Director 

 CJ Moody funds (family) dispersed $39k to EI Programs for particular children with special health care needs. 

Thank you notes to the Moody’s is much appreciated. Alex Chatfield has sent out additional one-time opportunity 

($300) per program until funds are used; first come-first serve basis.   

 

Program Planning – Chris Pond 

Continuing to work on developing a training around the collaboration document that was created to support Early 

Childhood and Care roles and responsibilities. Next meeting on June 18.  

Presentation: IFSP Sub-Committee – Jennifer Chabott 

History of process: 2011 Part C changes; 2012 Mini Task force and had first meeting; November 2012 – survey; Nov 2013 

– big draft; 2014 to present working on big draft; in November 2015 should be going to Steering Committee; Create 

revised IFSP to address child and family outcomes; reflect process how we work; March 2012 sent email to Program 

Directors for input; year 1 meetings took 2 hours and expanded to 3 hour; met 12 times for 3 hours…about 65 hours; 

change; follow best practices; not repeat information; family and staff friendly language. What needed to change – 1 

page contact; simplified language i.e. natural environments – more space to document settings; family directed language; 

landscape document; IFSP team will be continued; strengthen and support the current practice to develop outcomes 

without the need to repeat information and within state and federal regulations.  

Comments: Discussed process of rolling it out, training to support process. Huge amount of work done by Barbara 

Prindle-Eaton: Jennifer has done an amazing job of coordinating and pushing process forward. Will it be online? Not 

charged with it, but thought it would be a possibility. Will be rolled out to Steering, ICC and then the field. Is there 

concern with SSIP project overlap? No, federal family outcomes will be embedded in new IFSP. 

Presentation: Standards – Amy Miner-Fletcher 

At-Risk Criteria; Operational standards reviewed in 2013. Full document on www.eiplp.org under ICC. Please review and 

submit feedback on form also on EIPLP page. Blue highlights are additions being recommended; green highlights are 

suggestions to be removed. Dr. Manning, Director of CDC and Dr. John Lippett reviewed medical risks. Currently, 12 Child 

Risk Factors and 8 Parent Risk Factors. The proposal would be to change to 11 child and 9 parent Risk Factors: First risk-

factor: birth weight was 1200 grams and recommended change to 1500 grams (3lbs 3oz.); Child Risk Factor 4: Apgar 

score, recommendation to drop; Child Risk Factor 9 Chronic Feeding Difficulties – recommendation to add gastro 

esophageal reflux after severe colic; Child Risk Factor 11, suspected central nervous system anomaly recommendation to 

add nicotine to in-utero drug; Family Risk Factor 5A – family lacks adequate food, shelter, recommendation to split into 2 

– 5A would be lack of food or clothing/5B – would be homelessness (using McKinley Definition of homelessness, same 

language in Operational Standards); Family Risk Factor 6 – proposed keeping current criteria if open protective case with 

DCF and child is under 3, automatically eligible for EI for 1 year; Family Risk Factor 7 – new title Substance Abuse in the 

file:///C:/Users/dgundler/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/4N10HKCH/www.eiplp.org


family is having or has had a negative effect on the family; Family Risk Factor 8 – Current or history of abuse: domestic 

violence, sexual abuse, physical abuse, reviewed other considerations (i.e. 2nd hand smoke) but did not include.  

Next steps – ICC and field to review at-risk criteria. Looking for feedback on each risk factor by August 28 to Zulmira 

Allcock. It should be noted that Committees impacted by changes reconvene. 

Presentation: DCF Update – Bethanie Glass, Early Childhood Program Coordinator 

Highlights: Race to the Top brought opportunity to tap Bethanie’s experiences. Reports to Amy Kershaw; interagency 

agreement with EEC – to imbed early childhood into the policies and practices with a focus on early childhood 

development; impact all the families that DCF works with; focus on professional development and policy work; 2014 – 

new education policy (cradle to career instead of 6 – 16 y.o., 0 – 6 y.o was not included); linking children to high quality 

education; EI can be instrumental in transition to IEP; case policy – looking for parents knowledge of child development. 

Professional development – prior to Race to the Top, social workers were not hearing about early childhood, early 

education; In September 2014 rolled out professional development which included child development, early childhood, 

trauma, impact of toxic stress; adapted training; trained 700 new social workers (on day 3) so far; Prior to Race to the 

Top, utilization of supportive child care was 90%, it is now 118% – liaison EEC and DCF; 2,000 child on waiting list. 0-2 

population fastest growing – 10K, 3-5 y.o. – 9k; making referrals to programs; looking for need for childcare and early 

education. Tool created to assess how many children are on the list and what the gaps are in services.  

Practice guide distributed – home visitors guide. Welcome Baby Bag includes blanket, safe sleep materials and onesie; 

burp cloth; water bottle; washcloth; etc. Social workers refer to Family TIES but also have access to EI programs – 

activities like scavenger hunts – fun ways to familiarize social workers with supports in community. Educating parents as 

to difference between EI, DCF, community services, etc. Transitional child care that social worker is able to approve for 

family. Transition planning from the beginning.  

Dates for Next Year:  

ICC Retreat – Wednesday, September 16 with the possibility of Program Directors’ Session the next Day 

November 12, 2015 

January 14, 2016 

March 10, 2016 

June 9, 2016 

MEIC Conference – Monday, May 9 & Tuesday, May 10, 2016 

Paul thanked ICC for the opportunity to get to know many over the past 3 years; he shared that he leaves ICC in good 

hands with Cindy and Jennifer. 

Cindy thanked Paul, stated she was grateful to have had the opportunity to get to know him. 

Next meeting: ICC Retreat, Wednesday, September 16 
 

Adjourned: 12:35p.m.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 
Kris Martone-Levine 

 
 

 


